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      NAIDOC Week Malanda 

              Family Sausage Sizzle  
In celebration of NAIDOC Week ECHO invited the community to join 

in a Sausage Sizzle at Jack May Park Malanda on the 5th of July.  

There were a number of activities planned, with digeridoo painting 

,arts and crafts as well as simulated woomera throwing using tennis 

balls and a launcher used for throwing balls for your dog. Wooden 

Kangaroos made by local artist Jodam were the targets.  

Josie came along with her wonderful array of beads and led a class in   

jewellery making, people of all ages joined in and made some lovely        

coloured necklaces. 

 Local elder Yvonne Canendo did the Welcome to Country and then        

finished the day off with a story from the dreamtime for all the young 

ones.  

Simulated Woomera Throwing  Jewellery  making with Josie 

Painting Painting  Digeridoos 

Everyone was given an opportunity to participate in the activities on 

offer with something for everyone.  Feedback from the day was very 

positive with all members of the community having a great time. 

 



 

              
 The Australian Government Hearing Services Program provides eligible people with  

access to hearing services.  This is available  with Connect Hearing who visit Atherton every 

month.  
To be Eligible for this program you will need one of the following. 

 Centrelink Pension Concession Card 

 DVA Pension Concession Card 

 Gold Health Repatriation Card 

 Dependent Child of an Eligible Person. 

 Partner of an Eligible Person 

 White Health Repatriation Card  (for Hearing Loss)   

Application forms are available from Connect Hearing Atherton 

40536111 or visit www.connecthearing.com.au.          
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Triple P Parenting Program 

 
ECHO will be holding classes in Triple P Parenting, this program is a widely used   
method of  correcting problem behaviours in children up to the age of 
12. The strategies offered through Triple P have proven to be very 
effective when used consistently.  
Our Community support worker, Tanya has completed a level 4 quali-
fication in Triple P through the University of Queensland. Triple P can 
be delivered either one on one or in groups of up to 6 people. The 
classes will be held during school hours so that Parents can be free 
to attend without the little ones.  
If you or anyone that you know could use some help with the Kids just give ECHO a 
call on 40966950 to put your name down for the next  class. 
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The Atherton Court House has secured funding to have the Public Trustee visit the area 
on four occasions over the next few months this will make it much easier for you to see 
them should you need to make a will or get an Enduring Power of Attorney. Under normal 
circumstances you would need to travel to Cairns to meet with the Public Trustee to take 
care of matters such as this.  

The times that they will be available are. 

 Wednesday August the 16th from 9am  

 Monday October the 16th from 9am 

 Monday December the 18th from 9am 

 Monday February the 12th from 9am 

Bookings are essential and can be made on 40307300. or  1300 360 044 

 

 

 

                Public Trust to visit Atherton 
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                  Advanced Health Directive 

 

The advanced health directive is an extremely important document which allows your loved 

ones to know your wishes in relation to your health should you be unable to make decisions 

on your own. This could happen due to a number of factors such as ill health, an accident or 

just through the aging process. Sometimes called The Living Will, this document is filled out by 

you and notarised by a JP.  

It provides clear instructions as to your wishes in the event that you become incapacitated for 

whatever reason. You can make a lot of decisions for 

your future care taking the burden off your loved ones 

in this event. It is often hard for your relatives to make 

decisions on your behalf. if they have no idea what you 

would do yourself.  

The Advanced Health Directive only takes effect in the 

most extreme circumstances. The form is available 

online and ECHO can print it for you or you can get one 

from your local Queensland Government Agency 

(QGAP) Office.  

The Office of the Public Guardian can help you to make an Advanced Health Directive. If you 

feel you would like some additional  information You can call  40 398 805 or 1300 653 187. 
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Scam Watch 

  

There has been a number of  Scams doing the rounds of late and 

as with all scams it is very hard to know if they are the real thing or 

not. 

In the latest one that I have been made aware of it comes in the 

form of an Overdue notice from Telstra which looks exactly like one 

that you would normally receive if your account was late. So should 

you receive an overdue notice from Telstra and are unsure about its 

authenticity please call and confirm before paying. 

 

In another instance, (this is not necessarily a Scam) but it does involve a salesperson 

coming to your house and pushing for you to buy products that  may not be needed.   

These are a selection of therapeutic medical devices, the salesperson is very nice but 

quite pushy, saying things like, "don't ask your children about this, as they won't         

understand how beneficial they would be for you".  

These items are extremely expensive in some cases in excess of $10.000. When 

spending such a large sum of money it would be advisable to shop around and        

probably seek the opinion of your Family and Friends,  
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        Have you thought of Volunteering? 

26 years ago it was volunteers that started what is now known as ECHO.   

Volunteers are the life blood of our organisation and ECHO cannot function without          
them.  

Due to the many activities and events that ECHO is now planning for Malanda the time 
has come to put the call out for some new faces to join the team. 

If you have just 3 hours a week that you would like to spend volunteering then we 
would be grateful for the help.   

To register your interest just drop your resume or a brief letter of your skills or         in-
terests you may have into Reception and we will call you when a suitable volunteer 
position becomes available. 
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ECHO Profile 

     .Denise Bond 

Hi, I'm Denise, the newest member of the ECHO Management 

Committee. Like Margaret, our Secretary, I wasn't born and bred 

on the Tablelands, but looking back, I realise that I have now lived 

here longer than anywhere else in my life. Brisbane, Sydney,    

Melbourne, Surrey (England), France, Nepal, Uganda,              

Switzerland, Palau  - I seem to have moved around a bit, but for the 

last 12 years I have settled down with my family near 

Malanda.  Near, but not in town ... we are at the top of the 

Topaz valley, and sometimes it just seems like too much 

effort to come into Malanda, even though there are so 

many interesting things going on.  That's one reason I 

joined the ECHO Management Committee, to get a bit 

more involved with the Malanda Community.  It is really  interesting to learn about the 

important work that ECHO is doing and have the chance to contribute some ideas. 

We would love to see a few more members on the committee. Of course, it is the staff 

and volunteers that make ECHO work so well, but without a Management Committee, 

ECHO could not exist as a community organisation.  The committee has an overview 

role, making sure that funds are spent to achieve ECHO's objectives. As an ordinary 

committee member, you don't need special skills, just a willingness to listen carefully at 

meetings, check that everything makes sense and read a few brief reports.  There are 

only 4 to 8 short meetings spread throughout the year. 

The Queensland Council for Social Service explains that as a member of a Management 

Committee, you should: 

act honestly and in good faith 

ensure the organisation carries out activities in accordance with its intended purpose 

act in the best interests of the organisation 

exercise powers for their proper use 

respect the privacy and confidentiality of information obtained in the course of the    

operation of the organisation 

disclose potential conflicts as they arise and remove yourself from that particular   

discussion or decisions 

adhere to the organisation’s Code of Conduct. 

Most of this is just using common sense to make ECHO the best it can be. As a member 

of a Management Committee, you can contribute to: planning, policies, management, 

legal and financial compliance, monitoring and evaluation. That sounds like a lot, but the 

staff do most of the work, and the committee checks it. There is always an experienced 

member of the committee who can explain what is happening.  

It's a great opportunity, so why not come along and give it a try? Just drop into the 

ECHO office, make sure your membership is paid up, and ask about a position on the 

management committee - it would be great to see you there.  
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                      Monthly bus trip                                          

ECHO has started a new bus trip with the itinerary changing each month and featuring a 
different destination chosen at random.  
If you have any  ideas for future destinations please let us know. The aim is to get out 
and see more of the area as there are so many lovely places with some really great 
scenery.   
The bus stops for morning tea and lunch along the way giving passengers time to take in 
the sights and relax in new surroundings then returning home in the afternoon.  
So far the feedback has been positive with many rebooking for the next trip. In May we 
went to Mareeba and visited the Museum and surrounding areas.  
 
Last month was Innisfail and Mission Beach. This month the trip was to Nerada tea and 
Mungalli Dairy on the 26th of July. The next bus on the 27th of September will be to Lake 
Barrine and the Tarzalli Puter Mill.                    
If you would like to go on one of our trips just call the office to book your seat on 
40966634. 

 

The Museum in Mareeba 

Morning Tea at Nerada 

Tinaroo Dam 

Millaa Millaa Falls 

Mungalli Falls 

Tree Kangaroo at Nerada Tea 
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                    Recipe of the Month                              

 

                            Microwave Quiche In a Mug 
 
  6 butter crackers 

 2 eggs 

 1 tablespoon shredded cheddar cheese 

 1 tablespoon milk 

 1 slice deli ham, chopped 

 1 teaspoon green onion, chopped 

 pinch of salt and pepper 

Directions: 

1. Get a large coffee mug. Using your fingers, break up the butter crackers into crumbs 

and put directly in the bottom of the mug. 

2. Whisk the rest of the ingredients together in a small bowl. Gently pour egg mixture 

over the crackers in the mug. 

3. Microwave on high 2-3 minutes, depending on how strong your microwave is. (2 

minutes should do it for most microwaves.) 
Carefully remove the cup from the microwave with a hot pad as cup will get hot. Dig in 
and enjoy! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 To reheat a pizza so that the base is out-of-the-oven crisp, heat your leftover slices 
in a fry pan on low-medium heat on the stove until warm and wave goodbye to the 
days of soggy microwave pizza. 

 

 Add garlic immediately to a recipe if you want a subtle taste and towards the end to 
blast it with flavour. 

 

 Tea tree oil, added to cleaners or in the rinsing water, is a natural disinfectant. 
 

 Repel pantry moths by keeping an open packet of Epsom salts on the shelf. 
 

 Prevent your Celery from wilting by wrapping it in foil before putting it in the crisper. 
 
 

                   Handy Hints 
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